CITY OF SNOHOMISH
116 UNION AVENUE ∙ SNOHOMISH, WASHINGTON 98290 ∙ (360) 568‐3115 ∙ WWW.SNOHOMISHWA.GOV

NOTICE OF SPECIAL MEETING
DESIGN REVIEW BOARD
Postmaster Conference Room
Snohomish City Hall
116 Union Avenue

WEDNESDAY
February 20, 2019
6:00 PM

AGENDA
6:00

1.

CALL TO ORDER: Roll Call

6:05

2.

PUBLIC COMMENT: Public comment on items not on the agenda.

6:10

3.

ELECT Chair for 2019 (P. i)

6:15

4.

APPROVE the minutes of the December 12, 2018, regular meeting.

6:20

5.

ACTION ITEMS:

a.

DRB File:
Applicant:
Proposed:
Location:
1)
2)
3)
4)

b.

DRB File:
Applicant:
Proposed:
Location:
1)
2)
3)
4)

19-02-DRB (P. 1)
Brian Rich / Richaven
Façade modifications
1501 Avenue D
Staff presentation
Comments from applicant
Public comment
DRB deliberation and recommendation
19-01-DRB (P. 17)
Mike Johnson for City of Snohomish Public Works
Façade modifications
230 Maple Avenue
Staff presentation
Comments from applicant
Public comment
DRB deliberation and recommendation

c.

DRB File:
Applicant:
Proposed:
Location:
1)
2)
3)
4)

19-03-DRB (P. 31)
Denise Johns for City of Snohomish Public Works
Façade modifications
105 Cedar Avenue
Staff presentation
Comments from applicant
Public comment
DRB deliberation and recommendation

6:40

6.

DISCUSSION ITEMS: INDIVIDUAL DESIGN REVIEWS Staff summary
of individual member reviews from the preceding months. (P. 46)

6:45

7.

ADJOURN

NEXT MEETING: The next regular meeting is scheduled for Wednesday, March 13,
2019, at 6:00 p.m. in the Postmaster Conference Room, Snohomish City Hall, 116
Union Avenue.

Agenda Item 3
Date:

February 13, 2019

To:

Design Review Board

From:

Brooke Eidem, Associate Planner

Subject: Election of Chair for 2019
____________________________________________________________________________
This agenda item provides for the election of Design Review Board Chair for 2017. Chapter
2.14 SMC requires that a chair be elected annually. In January 2018, Boardmember Roth was
elected Chair for 2018.
The election procedure is as follows:
1. The Chair (pro tem) opens the floor to members’ nominations for Chair.
2. Boardmembers may nominate other members or themselves. No second of a
nomination is required.
3. A person nominated may decline the nomination.
4. The Chair (pro tem) closes the floor to nominations for Chair.
5. The Chair (pro tem) calls for any discussion on the nomination(s).
6. The Chair (pro tem) calls for a vote on the nomination(s).

2.14.040 Rules, Election of Officers, Records, and Expenses. The Board shall adopt rules
and regulations for the conduct of its business, subject to the approval of the City Council. A
majority of the membership shall constitute a quorum for the purpose of transacting business.
Action by the Board shall be by majority vote, provided no action may be taken without affirmative
vote of at least three members. A tie vote on a motion to approve shall constitute a failure of the
motion.
The Design Review Board shall elect a chairman and such other officers as it may deem
necessary. Such officers shall occupy their respective offices for a period of one year.
The City Planner, or his duly authorized representative, shall serve as executive secretary of the
Board, and shall be responsible for all records. All meetings of the Board shall be open to the
public. The Board shall keep minutes of its proceedings and such minutes and a copy of its rules
shall be kept on file in the office of the City Clerk and open to inspection by the public. The City
shall provide the Board with necessary administrative support and expense budget as needed to
perform the function described by this chapter.
No member of the Design Review Board shall participate in discussion or vote on any matter
involving any client he or she is serving or any business for which he or she is owner, corporate
officer or employee.
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CITY OF SNOHOMISH
116 UNION AVENUE ∙ SNOHOMISH, WASHINGTON 98290 ∙ (360) 568‐3115 ∙ WWW.SNOHOMISHWA.GOV

DESIGN REVIEW BOARD MINUTES
Snohomish City Hall
116 Union Avenue
Postmaster Conference Room
December 12, 2018
6:00 p.m.
MEMBERS PRESENT:
Allison Myers
Joan Robinett-Wilson
Joelle Blair (arr. 6:12 p.m.)
Phillip Baldwin
Yumi Roth, Chair

1.

STAFF:
Brooke Eidem, Associate Planner
Katie Hoole, Permit Coordinator
OTHERS PRESENT:
Adam Hendry, applicant
Larry Countryman, Council Liaison
John Kartak, Mayor (arr. 6:13 p.m.)

CALL TO ORDER: Roll Call
Chair Roth called the meeting to order at 6:00 p.m.

2.

PUBLIC COMMENT: Public comment on items not on the agenda.
There were no comments on items not on the agenda.

3.

APPROVE the minutes of the October 10, 2018, regular meeting.
Ms. Robinett Wilson moved to approve the minutes as written, and Mr. Baldwin seconded.
The motion passed 4-0.

4.

ACTION ITEMS: 18-15-DRB Adam and Dana Hendry, 120 Cedar Avenue
Approval of this project occurred at the previous meeting. Ms. Eidem noted the
applicant is requesting an exception to the handrail standards due to the economic
infeasibility of solid metal pickets. Section V.3.B.2 of the Design Standards prohibits
metal tubing less than one-inch in diameter.
Mr. Hendry explained that the railing with hollow metal tubing cost approximately $7,000
while a visually-identical railing with solid pickets would have cost more than $20,000.
The Board discussed the standard and questioned whether it was relevant that a hollow
tube may not last as long as a solid one. The Board agreed that revisiting this standard
in the future was appropriate.

Design Review Board Meeting
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Mr. Baldwin moved to recommend exception to the standard requiring solid pickets for
this project, and Ms. Robinett Wilson seconded. The motion passed 4-0.
5.

DISCUSSION ITEMS: INDIVIDUAL DESIGN REVIEWS
Staff presented individual design reviews conducted since the August meeting.

6.

ADJOURN
The meeting adjourned at 6:14 p.m.
Approved this 9th day of January, 2019.
By: ________________________________________________________
Yumi Roth, Chair
Meeting attended and minutes prepared by Katie Hoole
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Action Item 5a

CITY OF SNOHOMISH
116 UNION AVENUE ∙ SNOHOMISH, WASHINGTON 98290 ∙ (360) 568‐3115 ∙ WWW.SNOHOMISHWA.GOV

DESIGN REVIEW BOARD
STAFF REPORT
Design Review Number:

19-02-DRB

Applicant:

Brian Rich / Richaven

Property Address:

1501 Avenue D

Application Date:

January 31, 2019

Project Description:

Façade modifications to National Guard Armory

Meeting Date:

February 13, 2019

Subject Proposal:
The applicant is proposing several exterior improvements to the National Guard Armory
building. According to the Snohomish County Assessor, the building was constructed in 1950.
Exterior Insulation and Finish System (EIFS) cladding is proposed over the existing concrete
walls. New aluminum windows are proposed to replace existing steel windows, with similar
muntin patterns. Roofing, gutters, downspouts, flashings, and exterior building lighting are
proposed to be replaced with new materials.
The property is located outside the Historic District, so the Design Standards and Guidelines
(Outside the Historic District) apply. The applicant is a public agency so the project is under the
purview of the DRB pursuant to SMC 14.230.030B.

Project Location:
The site is at 1501 Avenue D, OUTSIDE the Historic District.

Land Use Designation:
Commercial

Requested Review:
The applicant has requested a detailed review.

Compliance with the Land Use Development Code – Title 14 SMC
The proposal does not appear to conflict with development regulations in Title 14 SMC.

Design Review Board
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Applicable Design Standards: Design Standards and Guidelines (Outside the Historic
District)
Standard

Staff Comments
Standards and Guidelines for Commercial Districts – Building Design
Weather protection, p. 29
Existing canopies at building entries will
Intent: To provide weather protection for
be maintained. Underlighting is proposed
pedestrians.
on opaque canopies and is therefore
allowed under the standard.





CONSISTENT
INCONSISTENT
MORE INFO NEEDED

Roofline expression, p. 30
Intent: To ensure that rooflines present a distinct
profile and appearance for the building and express
the neighborhood character.





CONSISTENT
INCONSISTENT
MORE INFO NEEDED

Concealing rooftop equipment, p. 31
Intent: To screen view of rooftop mechanical and
communications equipment where visible from the
street level.





The building incorporates an upper level
stepback. As a modification to an existing
building, this standard does not strictly
apply.

New rooftop masts are shown on the
plans, however their dimension and
purpose is unclear. No other mechanical
or other rooftop equipment is identified in
the application.

CONSISTENT
INCONSISTENT
MORE INFO NEEDED
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PLANS & PRODUCT INFORMATION: WINDOWS
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PLANS & PRODUCT INFORMATION: EIFS SIDING
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COLORS

TEXTURES/FINISHES
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Action Item 5a
PRODUCT INFORMATION: ROOFING
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Action Item 5a
PRODUCT INFORMATION: LIGHTING
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CITY OF SNOHOMISH
116 UNION AVENUE ∙ SNOHOMISH, WASHINGTON 98290 ∙ (360) 568‐3115 ∙ WWW.SNOHOMISHWA.GOV

DESIGN REVIEW BOARD
STAFF REPORT
Design Review Number:

19-01-DRB

Applicant:

Mike Johnson for City of Snohomish Public Works

Property Address:

230 Maple Avenue

Application Date:

January 14, 2019

Project Description:

Façade modifications to Police Station

Meeting Date:

February 13, 2019

Subject Proposal:
The Snohomish Police Station is housed in a converted bank building. Due to the function of
the current use, several modifications to the building are required for improved safety and
operations. These modifications include reduction of window area on the south and east
façades, and the front entry.
Existing windows will be replaced with smaller, transom style windows at the top of the wall.
Replacement windows are proposed to be vinyl, Jeld-Wen with simulated divided lites. Where
windows have been replaced, the infill wall areas will be clad temporarily in cedar shake siding
to match existing building materials.
The applicant is proposing to eventually replace the cedar shakes with metal siding (Corten
steel), however due to budget limitations that work will be done under a future phase. Corten
steel siding is preferred as it will provide additional durability and bulletproofing. Aesthetically, it
weathers to a rust-colored patina with exposure to the weather. The material has been recently
installed at 1701 First Street.

Project Location:
The site is at 230 Maple Avenue, OUTSIDE the Historic District.

Land Use Designation:
Pilchuck District, Center

Requested Review:
The applicant has requested a detailed review.

Compliance with the Land Use Development Code – Title 14 SMC
The proposal does not appear to conflict with development regulations in Title 14 SMC.

Design Review Board
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Applicable Design Standards: Pilchuck District Design Standards
Standard

Staff Comments
SMC 14.212.840 Building Design – General

A. Development shall incorporate elements that reflect
the character of the Snohomish community.
B. Buildings shall be “four-sided,” meaning that all
façades including side and rear facades should be
considered visible (unless facing “blind” onto an
adjacent party wall) and should be designed as an
architectural façade composition.
C. Architectural styles and stylistic references should be
consistent and not combined on one building.
D. Façade massing elements shall be located and
arranged according to the building’s architectural style
and the function of interior spaces, and should
respond to its site.
E. Architectural detailing shall be incorporated on all
buildings consistent with the style and scale of the
principal building and with the character of the
community.
F. Exterior surface materials shall be consistent with the
traditional architectural materials and should
contribute to the appearance of a 100-year functional
building life.
G. Except ground-floor storefronts, windows shall reflect
historic proportions and trim size and details. Window
proportions shall be either square or vertically
oriented, with a minimum of 2:1 vertical to horizontal
proportion typical. Greater vertical to horizontal
proportions are encouraged. Windows inset from the
exterior plane are strongly encouraged for all
residential development and required for the
Neighborhood Center zone. Sills shall be provided on
all windows except storefronts. Permanent materials
such as wood, precast concrete, and similar shall be
used for sills and window and door trims.
H. Unifying architectural approaches shall be used to lay
out a window pattern across a façade, such as
aligning windows by using common sill or header
lines, and/or aligned vertical centerlines of windows
and doors between upper and lower floors. The design
logic of the window composition within the context of
the overall building design must be evident.





The proposal will modify an existing
building in order to meet operations
requirements and interior configuration of
the police department.
Stylistic treatments are consistent with the
existing building, and are proposed on all
street-facing façades.
Proposed surface materials are cedar,
with a plan to replace the cedar shake
siding with steel under a future phase.
Both materials are consistent with the
100-year functional life requirement.
Proposed window proportions are not
vertically oriented and are not patterned
after historic buildings (G, H). The
proposed orientation is necessary for the
interior use of the building. The proposed
transom-style windows have antecedents
in Snohomish architecture and therefore
may be determined historically
appropriate. Sills are not proposed, as
the new windows are designed to be
consistent with the building.

CONSISTENT
INCONSISTENT

MORE INFO NEEDED
SMC 14.212.870 Standards Specific to the Neighborhood Center Zone
The building has existing planar offsets
C. Building Massing and Articulation
that articulate the façades, with no
4. Articulation of street-facing facades shall be provided,
uninterrupted wall areas in excess of 50
at a minimum, for every 50 feet of building perimeter
feet. The proposed material changes
to minimize the appearance of horizontal massing.
below the revised window areas further
Façade articulation shall be achieved through
compliance with the standard.

Design Review Board
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pilasters, vertical recesses, change in wall plane, a
distinct change of materials, or similar measures that
achieve the intended result.
5. Horizontal ornament such as canopies, belt courses,
string courses, or cornice lines should be carried
across adjacent façades to unify various building
masses and convey the sense of continuity between
adjacent buildings.





No horizontal ornaments are proposed.
There are no adjacent buildings to unite.

CONSISTENT
INCONSISTENT
MORE INFO NEEDED

D. Windows and Entrances
2. Where dimensional material, such as brick, is used on
the exterior building surface, windows shall be inset a
minimum of 3 inches from the wall surface to add relief
to the walls and as a reference to local architectural
tradition. Where inset windows are not practicable,
trim surrounding the window shall project from the
façade plane a minimum of 1 inch and shall include a
head trim or similar element with a greater projection
to create a shadow line.
3. Each floor of a street-facing façade shall have glazing
on a minimum of 20 percent of the wall area, except
that ground-floor commercial spaces shall have a
minimum glazed area equal to 50 percent of the
ground-floor, street-facing façade and except parking
structure façades, where permitted.
6. Commercial entrances are encouraged to include a
wide alcove with the building entry at the center.
9. All primary entry doors shall have extensive glazing,
with a minimum of one foot between the glass and the
bottom of the door. Wood or painted metal doors with
traditional hardware are encouraged.
10.Clear glass should be used. If tinted glazing is used,
light tints and blue, green, or gray hues should be
used. Reflective glazing and/or reflective adhesive
films should not be used. Non-reflective materials
should be used for solar or heat control.





Dimensional siding material is not
proposed. Window trim will match
existing.
The 20 percent window area is not
practical for the building use. Glazing is
proposed, however window area is
reduced for operational and safety
purposes.
The front entry incorporates an existing
wide, angular alcove area that is not
proposed to be modified.
The proposed entry door is fully glazed
with a kickplate at the bottom.
New windows will be clear glass, to
replace the existing tinted glass that has
been in place to temporarily satisfy the
requirements of the police station use.

CONSISTENT
INCONSISTENT
MORE INFO NEEDED
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Facing west (from Maple Avenue)

Current

Proposed

Current
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Proposed (cover indicated area with cedar shake [temp]; maintain small window area above)

Current
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Proposed (cover indicated areas with cedar shake [temp]; maintain small window area above)

Facing south (from Third Street)

Current

Proposed
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Current

Proposed (cover indicated areas with cedar shake [temp]; new entry door with side lite; two new
window areas as indicated)

Design Review Board
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Area of proposed modifications

Scope of work:







Frame in new 36" exterior glass front door with automatic ADA access button and 30/30
non opening window with simulated divided lights next to door.
Frame in all windows marked on plans, per industry standard.
Install non opening double pane windows within newly framed openings with simulated
divided lights.
Trim windows, doors and walls to match existing interior trim and exterior detailing.
Install 12 new bollards at entry.
Remove pole sign.

Design Review Board
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Bollard layout
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PRODUCT INFORMATION:

Similar entry door
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Kawneer entry door specifications
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Jeld-Wen window with simulated divided lite

Metal siding: Corten steel (future phase) as seen at 1701 First Street

Rustwall patina (after exposure to weather)

Design Review Board
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CITY OF SNOHOMISH
116 UNION AVENUE ∙ SNOHOMISH, WASHINGTON 98290 ∙ (360) 568‐3115 ∙ WWW.SNOHOMISHWA.GOV

DESIGN REVIEW BOARD
STAFF REPORT
Design Review Number:

19-03-DRB

Applicant:

Denise Johns for Snohomish Public Works Department

Property Address:

105 Cedar Avenue

Application Date:

January 31, 2019

Project Description:

Façade modifications to Carnegie building

Meeting Date:

February 13, 2019

Subject Proposal:
The Carnegie library was constructed in 1910. The annex was added to the west side in 1968.
In 2011, the site and building were approved for significant modifications. The DRB approved
demolition of the 1968 annex addition, as well as other improvements including restoration of
the original front stairway, and construction of an addition to the rear (east side) of the building.
The project scope has since been scaled back and the rear addition is no longer proposed. The
applicant is requesting approval of the revised modifications including construction of a front
stairway that is similar to the original. A second, smaller egress exit stairway is proposed on the
north side adjacent to the parking lot. An accessible lift is proposed. A section of wall infill with
new window is proposed at the annex removal area, and will be designed to both match existing
materials and restore the original building design. New wall areas--including the stairway and
infill wall section--will be plaster treated concrete. Windows are painted wood.
Storm windows will be removed from all windows, and frames and trim will be restored. Terra
cotta trim pieces will be restored. Railings will be painted steel with an historic circular design
element. New exterior doors have not been submitted for review but are noted to “have historic
characteristics”. Hardware will be black or bronze, with lever pulls to meet ADA requirements.
The Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation (DAHP) has been consulted on the
project. After providing guidance on the restoration work, DAHP has determined the propsal is
consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties,
and recommended the project proceed as proposed.

Project Location:
The site is at 105 Cedar Avenue, within the Historic District.

Land Use Designation:
Historic Business District

Requested Review:
The applicant has requested a detailed review.

Design Review Board
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Compliance with the Land Use Development Code – Title 14 SMC
The proposal does not appear to conflict with development regulations in Title 14 SMC.

Applicable Design Standards: Historic District Design Standards
Standard

Staff Comments
Section III. Commercial Alterations

A. GENERAL GUIDANCE
1. Building design should exhibit and incorporate elements that
reflect the identity and visual character of the early decades
of the Snohomish community.
2. Historic, character-defining architectural features and details
should be preserved through continued maintenance or
restored.
3. Modifications made to existing buildings should be
sympathetic to the structure’s original design, and should not
significantly alter the historic appearance. Restoring original
features is encouraged.
4. Before beginning any restoration work, research available
documents and perform a physical investigation of the
building in order to determine the historic appearance of the
structure and establish the most appropriate restoration plan.
5. The traditional commercial building form in historic
Snohomish typically included a large storefront, upper floors
with vertically-oriented windows, and a substantial cornice.





The proposal would further compliance
with this standard, restoring a characterdefining feature (the front staircase). The
applicant has researched the original
appearance of the building and consulted
with DAHP on appropriate historical
design, as the building is eligible for the
historic register.

CONSISTENT
INCONSISTENT
MORE INFO NEEDED

C.1 General
a. Building design shall not serve to communicate or reflect a
corporate identity or product marketed.
b. Architectural styles and stylistic references shall be consistent
throughout one building.
c. The use of neon for building ornamentation is prohibited.
d. Unpainted masonry shall not be painted.





CONSISTENT
INCONSISTENT
MORE INFO NEEDED

C.2 Building Materials
Exterior surface materials shall be consistent with traditional
architectural materials and shall contribute to the appearance
of a 100-year functional building life. Appropriate materials
include brick, stone, wood, stucco, cast iron, and metal
panels, when reflective of historic industrial buildings.





The standards are met. The proposed
façade changes are consistent with the
original character of the building. No
corporate identity is reflected in the
design.

Proposed materials are plaster-coated
concrete, painted steel railings, wood
windows and trim. No prohibited
materials are listed in the application. The
standard appears to be met.

CONSISTENT
INCONSISTENT
MORE INFO NEEDED
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C.4 Cornices
a. When present and intact, existing cornices shall be
maintained and preserved.
b. Replacement cornices shall be consistent with the character
of the building.





The existing cornice will be maintained;
no work is anticipated in this area.

CONSISTENT
INCONSISTENT
MORE INFO NEEDED

C.6 Roofs
a. The original roof form and eave depth shall be preserved.
b. Skylights shall be flat against/parallel with the roof plane.
Other roof equipment shall not be visible from the street.
c. Materials for pitched roofs include metal, clay tiles, slate, and
wood shingles. Architectural composition roofing is an
appropriate alternative to traditional roofing materials.
d. Built-up and torch-down roofing are appropriate for flat roofs.





The existing roof will be maintained; no
work is anticipated in this area.

CONSISTENT
INCONSISTENT
MORE INFO NEEDED

C.7 Building Lighting
a. Building light fixtures shall be shielded from the sky and
adjacent properties to prevent glare.
b. Uplighting shall only be allowed when the glare will be
interrupted by building features, such as a cornice or sill.
c. New lighting fixtures shall be consistent with the character
and scale of the building. Conduit and junction boxes shall be
concealed. Recessed and canned lights are inappropriate
when visible from the street.
d. The use of neon, continuous or generally continuous LED
tubing, and similar linear illumination for building
ornamentation is prohibited.





Historic globe lights are proposed (shown
on page 42). The applicant states they
will be located at the main upper level
entry, the lower level entry, and the
egress exit on the east side.

CONSISTENT
INCONSISTENT
MORE INFO NEEDED

C.9 Doors and Hardware
a. Wood is the preferred material for doors. Bronze, brass, and
painted metal is acceptable. Bright finish stainless steel,
aluminum, fiberglass, and plastic shall not be used.
b. All primary commercial doors shall have extensive glazing,
with a minimum of 1 ft below the glass. Kick plates are
encouraged below the glazing.
c. Metal used for exterior hardware shall be dark without a
bright or shiny finish, with the exception of copper and copper
alloys (including brass and bronze). Bright finish aluminum
shall not be used.
d. Hardware shall be traditional and historic in character, to the
extent allowed under the building code.



Manufacturer’s cut sheets have not been
provided for the proposed doors and
hardware. The elevations state the door
will have historic characteristics.
Hardware will be black or bronze lever
pulls.

CONSISTENT
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INCONSISTENT
MORE INFO NEEDED

C.10 Additions
a. Additions shall be compatible with the main building in
material, character, and scale.
b. Additions shall not damage or obscure historically or
architecturally important features.
c. Additions shall be compatible with, not differentiated from, the
historic building.





Addition of floor area is not proposed,
however the excerpted portions of the
standard apply to the new staircase. The
design is compatible with the main
building, and will be restoring rather than
obscuring historic features.

CONSISTENT
INCONSISTENT
MORE INFO NEEDED

PROJECT SCOPE OF WORK (from applicant)
Proposed work will rehabilitate the Snohomish Carnegie Building to provide a universally
accessible community space. The 1968 addition will be removed to return the main entrance
and other missing and damaged detailing. Removal of the addition will return the visibility of and
relationship between the original library and the rest of the historic district and re-open the
former lawn in front of the library.
The following outlines proposed work by site, exterior, and interior. Please note that all
directions utilize project north as the front facade with the parking lot on the east and the 1968
addition on the west side of the building.
Site:
 Demolition of 1968 addition, including removal of concrete floor slab and footings, and
regrading of previously disturbed soil to meet and match existing grades.
 Demolition and replacement plaza paving along the building’s entrance.
 Re-route site utilities as needed with minimal trenching.
 Landscaping and site restoration, returning the landscape to lawn with concrete pathways.
 Reinstating the City’s Veterans Memorial.
 Concrete footings to restore the front entrance and, on the building’s north side for the new
egress stairway.
Building exterior:
 Hazardous material abatement from the 1910 building and 1968 addition.
 Removal of 1968 addition to the original 1910 building, including restoring the exterior wall
and basement level window at the opening added in 1968 to connect the addition to the
1910 building.
 Removal of added paint coatings on exterior terra cotta detailing.
 Alterations to the 1910 building will support continued building programming and include:
o Modification of a window opening to function as an egress doorway along with addition
of an exterior stairway.
o Concrete wall below the window opening will be cut down to floor level to provide the
opening. The original window will be removed and a new wood window will be installed,
matching the original and fitting the new opening height.
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o
o
o
o
o

The new doorway will be trimmed out to match the window opening above with painted
concrete jambs and inner wood moldings at the door frame.
Interior window casings will be cut to fit.
A new metal stairway will be painted to match the building’s color and have minimal
attachments to the building.
Metal railing will visually relate the new stairway to the building, so it does not stand out
as sharply as a new element.
Two or three basement windows on the east, west and possibly north facade will be
used for louvers supporting the mechanical and electrical room. Painted metal louvers
will be fitted within existing window openings and painted to match the windows.

Exterior construction to include the following:
 Install entrance windows at original locations (previously removed as part of 1968 addition).
Windows will be wood sash with profiles matching the original sash, with interior casings and
exterior moldings matching the original sash.
 All wood elements will be painted to match the original windows.
 Restore previously removed front entrance and windows, including outer concrete wall,
concrete stairs and landings, concrete planter, and stair returns.
 Install hand railings at code required height along stairways.
 The rounded arch niche for the original fountain will be used as a through-wall opening to
improve visibility and lighting for security at the basement level below the front entrance.
 The upper landing will have an elliptical arched soffit per original drawings.
 Painted metal guard railings at the opening, required due to grade height below the landing,
will be a simple, historic-influenced design to visually relate to the building.
 Painted metal railing on the west side of the upper landing will utilize this same pattern as
guard rail.
 Upper landing railing, originally concrete however due to code required heights, the use of
metal railings allows for a post at the wall to offset the railing to minimize impacts to the
building wall above the original railing height.
 Integrate a universal access lift on the front entrance main landing with sidewalk access at
grade and lift service to both basement and main floor levels.
 Install a concrete stairway against the building descending to the basement entrance.
 Repair in-kind and repaint all original windows.
 Repair in-kind and paint the exterior stucco.
 Clean and repair as needed the terra cotta detailing.
 Repaint the stucco with a compatible paint system.
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Historic image of Carnegie building

Current image of Carnegie building (2017)

Proposed rendering
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Lower level plan

Upper level plan
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Elevation notes (following pages)
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Action Item 5c
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Action Item 5c

(larger plan sets will be available at the meeting)
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Action Item 5c

Proposed building lighting
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Action Item 5c

Front/side stairway and railing details (close-up)
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Action Item 5c

Rear/side, facing southwest (from Pearl St)

Side, facing southwest (from parking lot)

Side/front, facing south (Cedar/Pearl intersection)
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Action Item 5c

Front/side, facing southeast (from Cedar Ave)

Front, facing southeast (from Cedar Ave)

Front/side, facing northeast (First/Cedar intersection)
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Discussion Item 6
Date:

February 13, 2019

To:

Design Review Board

From:

Brooke Eidem, Associate Planner

Subject:

Summary of Individual Member Design Reviews – December 6, 2018 – February 8,
2019
___________________________________________________________________________
No individual design reviews have been conducted in the previous months.
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